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Each one of us is alone in the world. He is shut in a tower of
brass, and can communicate with his fellows only by signs,
and the signs have no common value, so that their sense is
vague and uncertain. We seek pitifully to convey to others the
treasures of our heart, but they have not the power to accept
them, so we go Ionely, side by side but not together, unable
to know our fellows and unknown by them. We are like people
living in a country whose language they know so little that,
with all manner of beautiful and profound things to say, they
are condemned to the banalities of the conversation manual.
Their brain is seething with ideas, and they can only tell you
that the umbrella of the gardener's aunt is in the house.
Moon and the Sixence
W. Somerset Maughm
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Something was definitely different. The earth was
different underfoot. Unlike the rest of the Alexandria
National Cemetery, there are no tombstones. At the
end of Alexandria is the cemetery for all of the local
churches and the National cemetery for the war
veterans of Alexandria. And at the end of this
cemetery is a field left untouched by the growth of

the cemetery. Or so it seemed.

The earth was different underfoot. lt was bumpy and
Iumpy with random holes and ditches across this
three acre field. It is as though someone simply
shoveled dirt leaving piles and empty patches to be
grown over with grass. And it seemed odd why the
cemetery, which dates from the late 1700's , had not
naturally grown into this forgotten field. Something
was definitely different. To one side of this field
there was a room made by large and old oak trees.
Inside this cluster of trees was already a place, an
anchoring place for the field. A room for reflection on
top of the hill away from the city....At times, all
could be si/ent... the ca/m disturbed only by one's own
form and one's own footsteps muffled by the cold and
.
.
unmovlng
wind. As petals flutter to the ground one
sees
his own ghost scatter among the trees, his own
.

In researching the specific facts about this field, I
asked a librarian why the cemetery had never grown
into Penny Hill. lt was obvious that these three acres
were greatly needed. There are tombstones and
monuments everywhere in the adjoining cemetery.
Where are the tombstones at Penny Hill?
The
librarian said ,"Oh they're there, you just can't see

. them.” And it is true.

This field that seemed so

different, so different underfoot is different.

Penny

Hill was the place where Alexandria buried the
indigent , the sick, and the forgotten. Here at the end
of Alexandria, beside the sewage treatment plant is
the final resting place for the forgotten of the city.
There are no markers , no one to one correspondence
between the dead and the tombstones. Penny Hill was
first used in 1792 after an outbreak of typhoid. lt
was used for almost two hundred years , burying
people when needed at a cost of about one hundred
dollars....As for the gravedigger Elizabeth Moore,
little is known about her except that she pursued her
occupation for a number of years in a satifactory
manner.... None mark any specific grave; they lie
stacked against the trees and fences. Herein lies the
.
.
reason why Alexandria’s
potters field was no longer
used after 1972. There is no more room in the field
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Hill: Whos
.Lynn Dunson, '"Penny
life slowhr wlther
and decay....
to bury the dead.
w.„n„g.„„ $...1 o.„„.A„, 4, 1976;

Buried There?"

There is somethin 9 analo Q ous between a monasterY

·-a
a cemetery. A monastery -is a place where men go

to give up their earthly possessions and desires to
pursue the study of God. They give up their life as we

know life on eanh. A cloistered monastery
is even
.
.

more analogous to a cemetery. There is something
,gg,,@g
about both a monastery and
forbrdden and mysterious
a cemetary. Historically, monasteries were sited a

the edge of towns. Monks took care of those that
,

,

,

were in need, the sick and the . poor. Penny Hill was
.
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the cemetary of the poor and indigent. Because there
lwere
bodies buned everywhere, the earth became

- there would be bodies
sacred. For every excavation
be reburied. There needed to be a memorial, a

=~

remembrance given to dead upon excavation. There

lneeded
to be a reminder that something is different
_-

^g§,,‘,§_§§-,•§11ä·g.
about the_»•
earth at Penny
Hill; the monastic lives at
~‘*=
6
‘&§£
Hill. The primordial heaviness of the earth,
P {II

despair
of these unwanted souls, and the monastic
nith
.
.
.

pursuits of God needed to be expressed in this
,·„,V_,__
pg:
··monastery.EQ
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So a path was cut through the earth to border the
monastery. The public could walk along the
monastery, catching glimpses of black robes, hearing
ecclesiastical chants, or seeing a late night Iamp
burning through the night. The mystery surrounding
the men who relinquish their lives to God would be
unfolded in glimpses to those on this path. As
theground
begins to rise, the path remains level.
Theground
rises higher with each step forward. The
retaining wall to the left, to the south, increases in

thickness
with each step forward to retain the
earthand
the dead. The rising of the retaining wall

is a
constant reminder of the height of the earth.
Reminding

the pilgrim of the earth, the placement
ofthe
buried of potters field. And behind the retaining

wall are the dead. The wall becomes the retainer
ofthe
dead from the public. Holding back, like a damn,

·_Ith
souls of the poor. Walking down the path, are
,Ajoin
of steel embedded in the concrete. Each joint

11m
the cell of the monk. The retaining wall to

right side begins the monastery, enclosing it from the
Q,a
cemetery. This wall, the ossuary, houses
the dead of potters field. During the construction of
‘·
monastery all of the misplaced dead will be placed
A
this wall. Monalithically poured of concrete, there

n

are caverns stacked upon each other to inter the
{‘
‘”‘%,‘1‘.§i€>·"”’“""1<poor
·"•’*'TEdead.
This ossuary, this wall of memory, gives the
1}
and indigent the respect of tombstones. A
simple marble stone bolted to each tomb. No name,

just a one to one marker. As the marble weathers it
expresses the passage of time. Recording the
passage of time, from life to death. The bolts rust
with each rainfall, rust crying down the front of the

marble panels. A constant reminder of this sad death

behind the panel. The blood of the dead.

8

Along the whole length of the ossuary, there are
three deep stairs separating the tombs from the
public path. The stairs are deep, allowing reflectlon
of the moment and the interred. The first two stairs

are poured; integrally formed with the path. The last
step is steel. lt is here that the rain water, after
staining the front of the marble panels covering the
tombs, is collected. Each step is drilled with holes
allowing the water to pool under foot . The hollowness
of the step and the ringing heaviness of the steel
echoing the sadness of the deaths of these forgotten
buried in this ossuary.... By the waters of Lake
Leman Isat down and wept....

1

north/south. They do not face the sunrise, the rebirth

but are perpendicular to the existing cemetery.
Something is different, definitely different. The
monks live on the earth; the dead in the ossuary
buttress the earth and the profane public walk below
the earth. As the retaining wall heightens it thickens
retaining more earth. This informs the public the
location of the earth. As the wall heightens the cells
rise and the chimneys follow the height. As the
retaining wall thickens the chimneys are pulled to
follow the cells. This shifting of the chimneys makes
a slight curve to the church. A slight perspective
shift to the left, unfolding view of the church at the
end of the path. As the retaining wall becomes
thicker the cells shift away from the path creating
deeper shadows with the increase height of the wall.
The path is shadowed by these tall markers marking
each cell; the chimney.... Though l walk through the
evil....Walking in and out of the shadows.

1
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Va//ey of the Shadow of Death, l will fear no
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The retaining wall to the left rises with the earth.
The monks' cells are on top of this wall. The dead are
entombed just as the monks cells are oriented:
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These chimneys re establish the one to one

There is a main nave upon entering under the monks

correspondence once lost to potters' field. The
balcony. On either side of the nave are simple benches
zichimn
mark each monk and each cell.They rise up
for the public to sit. At the front of the nave, to the

ÜFo
right are the steps leading from the side aisle. Here
-¢,QQfro
the earth to be seen as a marker from the town.

also is the reference to the axis of the ambulatory.
every monk there is one chimney, reaching ever
Ätowards
Beyond this intersection of the side aisle are steps to.
heaven. These chimneys are heavy and

They carry the weight of the sky and of the
»fjT"~'massive.
the alter. Here the public comes to worship God.
- ·
Poured of concrete they are formed by gravity
’T‘earth
»‘pushing
upon the earth. The primordial heaviness of
,
Behind the alter, in the apse, is the monks chapel.
the earth.
There is a large screen which divides the chapel from
.’
Q
the main sanctuary of the church. Above this chapel
—
At the end of the path, before climbing back out of the
are two large light wells pouring light into the chapel
earth, is the place of salvation. Here, again off the
and filtering light through the screen into the church.

path, iS the church. The church Can be Seen over the

The monks use this chapel for their daily meditation.

roofs and chimneys of the cells. lt dominates the
Being screened from any of the publicin weekly
·highest
place of potters' field. It is the place where
meditation.

public and the monastery meet. At the end of
§l°·ä°,ji[’the
thispilgrimage
is the place of salvation.....Deliver us from

Once inside this church of poured concrete there is
ÄEvil...
the first time contact of the monks and the public. A
communion in this place of meditation. The church
is little light that enters the chapel. The west
isThere
the end of the path; the end of the pilgrimage for the
public. It is the end of the monastery, the last wall of
wall of the chapel is the last wall of the monastery. lt

is thickened by its weight of the interior monks
the world of the monk. From the exterior balcony,
before entering the church, the monk can step away
balcony and the exterior walk to the bell
”„t’..·‘_,pray

_ QQQ Q __ Q

—
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Q
;-‘i·;?_}j,Q‘_i_'Qj;i-Q.'F-,
etery
f,.}Q;—L z
from the walk and see the west. The cemetery, the
tower.
lt buttresses the monastery from the
is
place
where
setting sun, the death. This church the
beyond. Below the monks prayer balcony is
-;{a··"Q_, -;li··
the two pilgrammages touch. The monks' path (the
side aisle housing the stations of the cross. At the
3;;,-jthe
Qj
ambulatory) crosses the public path.... Do this in
end of the side aisle are steps to the nave. These
Q
come
they
remembrance
of
to
Me....
And
it
is
here
on
axis
with
monks
ambulatory
which
the
_‘ste
are
“
remember the dead.
brings them into the chapel. The walkways of the
and the monks do not pass but are together.
-.public
Upon entering the chapel there is a narrow balcony,
overhead, the monks prayer balcony. This is the
balcony used by the monks during the Sunday service.
This is the balcony entered into from the exterior
„„s,,„,,,„,,,,,,„,,,,,„,(New
balcony along the front of the church.

““""‘”"·"
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The monks and the public lead separate lives.... side
by side but not together unable to know our fellows Ä
and unknown by them.... The monks live on top of the

~

earth; the public is below them. On the exterior of
the church is a stair that winds up the side of the

.

.

· ° ,,

building. It is on the entering side of the monastery
_!
path. While walking down the path glimpses of the

chanting walking single file up making their
Qm

pilgrimage just as the public has come to do. In the
°int
the monks sit in the wide balcony over the
‘Q;

entrance. These cloistered monks unable to be viewed
the public.
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Death and darkness... the heaviness of the Earth

Primordial feelings of man... passage of time...
Memorial; a memory; the forgotten
A Pilgrimage to the Tomb of Man; the Tomb of Souls...
Man dwells between Earth and Sky
My God, My God, Why hast thou forsaken me

.11

i shall imagine life
is not worth dying,if
(and when)roses complain
their beauties are in vain
but though mankind persuades
itself that every weed's
a rose,roses(you feel
certain)will only smile
e.e. cummings
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world. lt ls. their
The monks' cloister is the
earthly
•
T
he will. replenlsh
known world. The world in which
his.

mind, body and soul. The cloister is the monk's
°
·chosen
home.

.

’

aj_

.,...:
The monks' cells form a wall to the public path. The
cells follow the rise of the earth; the monks live on
land. Each cell steps slightly higher than the cell
‘—\_th
.5
before; a cell for each monk, just as a tomb for the

T

déad in the Ossuary. Between each cell are great
Tpou
concrete walls. These walls are like fingers
T
T
·.reach

into the earth growing from the retammg
wall on the public path. These walls are the structure
of the cells. They are the structure of the retammg
wall. Between• • each of these walls are the monks'

cells, the individual world of the monk,
T
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The cell is constructed between poured concrete
walls. After leaving the ambulatory, the monk walks
up a step, a division from the ambulatory. The
threshold between the cell and the ambulatory is over
water. lt is deep step with holes on each side for the

rain water to collect. When it rains the threshold will

fill and flood the step; upon entering the cell the monk
walking through the water; cleansing. The threshold
begins the path to the cell. Just as the west wall of
the church is the last wall of the monastery; the west

wall is the laet wall of the cell, The entering
‘

threshold is covered with a barrel vaulted roof;

The path into the Day and Night room of the cell is
bordered by the garden. After walking through the
entrance threshold, the monk can walk into the
garden. The west wall continuing to the path of the
public retaining wall, the east wall changes with the

cell. The east wall becomes columns for the beams to

bear. The columns rise from the earth like to receive
the beam. Across from the path is the water wall.
This is the enclosing wall of the garden and cell. The
barrel roof of the adjoinlng cell rests on this wall.

Between the bearing points of the wall the rainwater

flows between the beams down into the garden. Each

monk receiving garden water from his brother
continuous over the entire path of the cell. Between
besidethe
him. In the spring the monks plant bulbs and
beams of the roof; light is emitted. Walking down
flowers;the

filling the garden with life. In the winter the garden
path, the monk walks in and out of the shadows.
reclaimed by the death of potters' field.
isOver
the threshold it is dark. There is no light from

over head. Both parallel walls are concrete
withsmall
openings in the east wall; portals to the
restingplace

in front of the cell; the place off the walk of
theambulatory.
After entering over the threshold of

' ,}
‘·rain
the east wall erodes to nothing, but the
'we
t
wall unrelentlessly remains. The path begins to
‘ l
tdescend
into the earth. Here is the garden, between
vll
l
and cell. The first place off the ramping
__ambulatory
._,........;·
.
is the cleansing threshold. This is the first and
g.

last place he passes. lt is a small structure separate
}gi|§i|:‘—.·:·t;;;from
2,}.}, _} _ ag

the path. The monk must walk off of the path,

into the garden. The building is small, built of

concrete block. The external wall is curved. ln this
_•w
there are small windows of blue glass,

replacing the block cousing as it touches the concrete
*
The roof allows light into the room. Inside
thereis
water for cleansing, bathing. A place to clean
‘gbefore
entering into the many of the monastery. A ^
_?

.,place
clean away the many before entering down
'"‘° "“°to°"’"
°'

1·14

The path ramps into the earth. Walking down into
thewomb
of the earth to the day and the Night room of
monk's cell. A thick poured concrete wall
Tthe
holdsback
the earth from the Day and the Night room.
path is still separate from the Day and Night
TThe
Room by a step. The step is also in the roof
above,allowing
the eastern morning light to fill only the Day
Room of the cell. Filling the monk's morning with
therebirth.
The apse of the path extends onto the
2retaining
wall, the place for
meditating;contemplating
on the wall holding back the unclaimed
»
/’ea
of potters field.

wide steps down bring the monk into the inner
‘T

%**-and
most private part of his life: the Day and the

Room. The monk steps off of the path into the
I//..„·~·’Night
__Day
Room. lt is here that the monk spends his hours in

the morning, washing his face in a simple basin in
4§_;
4‘front
of the large window facing the garden, reading
/„.«"4
„·§·.;"§inspirational
gospel by the early morning light, giving

thanks for the rebirth facing the world of the living;
facing the garden and the cloister and the ambulatory.

_l,

.T«

The Day Room is the side of the cell fer life; for the ' '4
living. The Day Room faces south bringing constant

tiiiing tnis side of tne oeii. In tne morning tne
’iignt
·

· from bed and face the light
· of the
monk would rise
morning in the day side of the cell. He would cleanso
himself in the simple wash basin of ordinary pottery,

lt

maybe made by the monk himself and say his morning

meditations
facing the light; the rebirth, the life side
lo
the monastery. The water cleansing away the
death of the nightT T side of the cell. The monk TwouldT
/'/
. r

.leav
the cell, rising from the earth, to begin his

daily life of meditation in he monastery.

4.

’•"’

Qlll
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ln the evening the monk would return to his cell,

walking down into the earth on the ramped path. He
would make his way to Night Room. The night side of
the cell faces the public path and the ossuary. lt faces

north, the death, and the darkness of the world. This

is the dark side, the night room: this is where the
monk sleeps.

Opposite the wall of morning light in the day side of
the cell is the fireplace. The fireplace is concrete
formed by the weight of the sky, formed by this
weight. It rises high into the sky marking each place;

"Thes objects existandareaIive“

'fOWn Of A|9Xandrja_

each cell of the monk. A marker to be seen from the

In the evening, the monk would return to his cell,
return to the Night Room. It is cold and dark in the
cell. Before lighting the logs the monk opens the small
iron door in the back of the fireplace. He cleans the
ashes from the previous night's fire and sweeps them
out of the cell and onto the public path. The path of the
ossuray; the place of the dead. The ashes will be
scattered among the cemetery by the winds blowing
through the monastery. The monk lights the logs in
the fireplace. A warm red and orange glow of fire
fills
staysclose
the cell. To keep warm; to read the monk
cell.During
to the fireplace in the night side of the

F0fm&Fmm„p_76

TT TTTTTT TT T T

TTTTTT

the evening the monk adds more logs to
thefire.
The logs being stored in a small basin cut from

concrete floor. Here
cell.the earth comes into the
5;%the

—S°’""°""
been here,
has
‘· VI
rs
.mie
agoodplace,
··this
is where you can make a fire.
-·
monk continues his evening activities by fire
Reading at the nearby desk, writing in a daily
·li
praying for thanksgiving of the finished day.
‘jou

.„,_5
the while he is focused on the death side of the
monastery.
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Before going to bed, the monk lights a candle beside
his bed. His bed is recessed into the wall, carved by

the absence of structure. The monk's head enveloped
by the wall. In this alcove is a shelf integrally poured
with the wall . The shelf is poured with one iron spike
V2pie
the concrete. Piercing the concrete as nailing
,
Christ to the cross. Before going to sleep, the monk
lights a candle and pierces it onto the spike. The monk
goes to sleep. During the night the candle will bum
itself down finally extinguishing before dawn. In the

morning all that is left of the night, the time of death
QQ
the ashes of the logs and the wax of the candle. In

{Qthe
evening the ritual will begin again.
.‘ i
V' "
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The ambulatory is the path that encircles the
At the end of the ambulatory, at the top of the
monks'monastery.
lt is the where one monks rises from his
walk is the Place of the Cross. Here is where the

cell to meet his brothers. The ambulatory is parallel
to the public path and the ossuary. The ambulatory
follows the earth, rising with the height of the earth
to the church and returing to the earth at the
cleansing threshold, turning to connect with the
refectoiy and library. lt connects the separate places
of the monk's life: the church, the cell, and the socialI
building.

entrance, into the room of trees. This room is the
’

untouched earth of potters field. The earth containing
the dead not removed to the ossuary, a memorial, a

' ”

public in the church meet, but do not touch the monks'
world of the monastery. Here is where the structure
of the church can be freed to allow for the carving of
the Cross. And here is where the monks' make their
decision to ascent the stairs to the monks‘ balcony
and enter into the public world of the church or turn
and stay in the world of the monastery.

‘
There is a step up with each cell along the walk of the
ambulatory. Each cell entrance is a step above the
previous cell. A separate threshold for each monk.
Across from each entrance is an opening, another

'

Walking up the ambulatory the monk can see the Place
of the Cross from the beginning of his journey to the
church. The Cross rises above the roof of the
ambulatory to be seen by the public in the town. Light
shines down the Cross illuminating this place, light at

the end of the tunnel of the monks' mundane ritual of
earthly life.

sacred room. The monk can leave his cell, walk

,

/«°

across the ambulatory path of his brothers and return
to the solitary world of the monk. For here among the
trees the monk is able to meditate and pray again in

the solitary; alone. Moving from the one of the Day
and the Night Room across the many of the
ambulatory to the one of the room of trees and finally

to the monks cemetery.

_
the ambulatory there a pauses, places to rest
_.a
the way. Here, beside the cleansing threshold

"/Al

‘

_

of the monk's garden is a place to move off of the
·amb
and rest. The roof arcs slighty over head

and is cut slighty to allow for light to warm and
_—é”brighten
··
these resting spots....Ma is the gaps between

stepping stones, in the silence between the notes of

music, in what is made when a door slides open

_\

·—

'

/
The
barrel vault over the path in the cell continues
,,.3,,,Z.,over
the ambulatory, covering the opening into the
Z__Z
of trees. Walking up the ambulatory the monk
sees a succession of these barrel vaults and flat
"*ro
gently moving towards the church, shifting
"\“7„,;„/

ri .

away from the retaining wall of the public path with

.
gt,
each step of the ambulatory. The monks, perspective
°~¤’”
..is
slighty turned toward the church as he makes his
T"'
‘ g,

way closer to the Cross. The monk making
- uphill
his

<<

\il\g„.Z::L;ä.=§@_lgy, .,4··

Z

;

‘~·T
L·

pilgrimage to the church, parrelllng the pilgrimage
ofthe
public._18

Sundays are the days of public worship for the
monk.On

a Sunday morning, the monk walks past the Place

of the Cross and up the stairs to the monks' balcony

to worship with the public congregation. Most of the

monks' meditations are not done in the world of the
but remain in the world of the mchaetery
,·publi
,·’

_j;
1V
_V
4; tV
occasions, the monk turns away from the world
Onthese
Vof
A“ j
the public, the world of death and walks behind the
T
T.chur
to the monks' chapel.

A‘

Here in the monks' chapel the monks meet for their
daily meditations. They come together for their daily

1lA·A. V

; 1

1::

prayers and privately with their solitary thoughts.
is the place of worship for the monastery. The
VT

private

place for prayer....It is a law of man's

nature, written into his very essence, and just as
much a part of him as the desire to build houses and
V
A A Al
the land and marry and have children and
1Vculitivate
TA
read books and sing songs, that he should want to

A

stand together with other men in order to
acknow/edge their common dependence on God, their

Father and Creator. ln fact, this desire is much more

fundamental than any purehr physical necessity....

V

The monks' chapel is behind the apse and the alter of

the church. The monks sit behind the alter inVfront of

the public congregation. They sit on a semicircular

bench facing inward, each monk facing his brother.

publ
ic. The alter in the monks' chapel is directly
behind the alter in he church. A mirror image; the

They sit behind a screen, shieldlng them from the

A
ot the rtnttc of the public and the infinite www

God_

A

The monks' chapel is also the light well fcr the

church. Here from behind the screen, the light filters

into the church. The monks' chapel remains in

constant light....l am the Light of the World....

19

Walking down the ambulatory, away from the

1 VT .

and church, the monks walk to the
monks' chapel
more socual realms of the monastery; the refectory

the lubrary. The

_ ~

walk down the

monks'
T
ambulatory ending
below the earth. Here Tun the
.
.
V

T,
·T .7 T_
room, the cascadung ambulatory roofs draun
1ea
~ '

unto the Cleansing Threshold of the ambulatory. The

.

.

rainwater collects into this basin, the lowest point
the monastery.
4of
T T
V ·
„ A„ slut un the wall allows for the
_
T;
of thus basun to run out of the monastery
Qoverflo
.
.
.

ré ,V;

f'

.

_&gT»·T;;_
and unto the town. Thus slut also allows the public to

__
into the world of the monk and up the
ambulatory to the Place of the Cross, to the Lught
=.
f'Q_

_

the Cross. Thus slut also allows the monk to see

out into the town.
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The Earth Room us the lowest pount of the
monastery. It is the Place to be cleansed before
T

5

walkung from the sacred world to the socualT world

of the monk. Here the monk ls cleansed by the
elements
of nature before he. beguns hus uphill
.

journey to the refectory and lubrary.
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The ambulatory continues around to form
thecloister
in front of the social building. Again one
side is solid, like the wall of cells. The solid wall of
T
the ambulatory parallels the town, while the open
Ä
Tg,
__‘¤
.side
accesses to the room of trees. From the low
Ä,
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of the Earth.Room, the monk begins to walk
—p

the more profane world of the monk.

uphill to the refectory and library; the more social;

The ambulatory becomes a large porch in front of

__front
the refectory. After meals, the monks gather in
of the refectory to gather before walking

back to the cells and church. Here under the high

roof of the porch, the monks congregate, unlike the
places in front of the cells; making this part
Iresti

of the monastery more social.

'

The refectory is a large room with plain wood

tables for the monks to sit and eat meals. The room

has a high ceiling, a continuation of the porch
roof.The

wall facing west is mostly glass; in the evening

hours the sunset is visible over the earth mound,
{ending
the monastery. This ends the daylight in the
monastery at the end of the day; at the end of the
evening meal. There is a large, thick wall opposite

this wall of light. This wall separates the refectory

from the outside, profane town traffic. Beyond this

wall is the where the necessary town facilities
‘Ä_co
into contact ·with the monastery.

gg ‘

ambulatory begins with the Place of the Cross

ÄT

and ends with the library. Here, at the end of the
ambulatory, at the end of the monastery, is the
most holy of books. Here is the book of divine

knowledge. Here is the Bible.... Christ, the lncarnate
Word, is the Book of Life in Whom we read God....
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Across from the cells is the final place of rest for
the monks of the monastery. Here, bordering
theedge
of the town, bordering the edge of the
cemetery, and ending the monastery is the monks'
cemetery. As the chimneys of the cells rise high
into the sky, the monks' tombs are deep into the
1e
When the monk has died, he will be laid out

in the Night Room, the death side of the cell. The
funerary procession will proceed up the path of
thecell
rising from the earth with each step of the

procession. Walking past the garden to the rebirth.

The body will be carried across the ambulatory into
T
the cloister and past the room of trees. At the end

the monastery, bordered by the earth mound, the
will be buried. The cell is the monk's
··

borrowed home on earth. His home for his
lifebefore
entering the Kingdom of God. The cemetery,

.·b
parallel to the ossuary of the forgotten dead

of Potters Field, parallel to the cell of the earthly
f‘w
is the gate to the Divine World. This is the
world the monk has prepared himself for, has
prayed for, has given his life for; the world of God.
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From Life to Death
From Death to Llfe
Shadows across the path of man
Darkness
Chantlng
Leaves blown into corners
Puddles of water left by the Rain
B/essed are the poor in spirit:
For theirs is the Kingdom of Heaven
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The ball I threw whilst playing in the park has not yet reaohed the ground.
Dylan Thomas
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